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RESEARCH CARRIED OUT

On adult male rats experiments were carried out

to evaluate the correlation between the uptake

of Cd into the organism its distribution between

different tissues and blood and its deposition in

hair. Studies were done under acute chronic

conditions of exposure. As a novelty the deposition

was observed in induced hair which warrants a high

homogeneity of the hair samples with respect to

the stage of growth and the formation of matrix

during the period of exposure.

RESULTS AND GOKGLUSIONS

Vide 1.) Reprint of publication Kollmer and Berg 1979.

2.) Reprint of manuscript

3.) Preliminary information on the dependence

of Cd deposition in growing hair on the

level of chronic exposure
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Shortly after a single injection of Cd a much

higher deposition of Cd was observed in growing

hair (anaphase) than in resting hair (telophaae).

Shifting the time of the administration between

7 d before the onset of matrix production and

full hair growth did not/appreciably alter the

initial deposition in spite of the rapid decline

of Cd in blood plasma between the injection and

the start of hair growth. After the initial

deposition the concentration decreased in growing

as well as in resting hair. In the growing hair

this is attributed to the addition of new matrix

containing less Cd due to its declining supply

via blood. In the resting hair it may reflect

the decline of Cd in the follicular tissue

adhering to the hair roots.

The study demonstrates that the deposition of

internal Cd in hair occurs mainly in those

sections of hair growing at the time of the

actual intake of. Cd into the organism.
.1

The quantity of Cd found in a particular

section of hair in the absence of external

contamination therefore indicates first and

foremost the quantity of Cd taken up into the

blood stream - after ingestion or inhalation -
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at the time of the actual formation of this

section notwithstanding the actual body

burden at that time.

Key words: Cadmium monitoring, hair, growth stage.

Hair is used with increasing frequency as an

indicator of the exposure of man to toxic heavy

metals in the environment. The biological basis

of this application has been described by Hopps (4)

and more recently by Anke and Risch (1). Under

natural conditions many trace elements exhibit

large variations along the length of hair (2,3,6)

.(9-12) which may be due to changes in the body

(internal) (7) or in the environment (external).

One of the factors which may influence the rate

of deposition is the stage of growth of the

individual hair. We have previously shown that

hair Cd.rather reflects uptake of the element

into the blood stream than body burden or the

burden of individual organs (7). Furthermore

the deposition in hair was higher in samples

made up exclusively of growing hair than in samples

containing a mixed population of hair. The present

experiment was designed to find out to what extent

Cd deposition varies with different stages of the

growth cycle.
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48 adult .male rats of a Wistar derived strain

of 320 to 37Og body weight were distributed

amongst 12 experimental groups. The animals

were kept under specific pathogen free conditions

with an artificial light-dark cycle of 12 to 12 h.

Water and food pellets (Altromin) were supplied

ad libitum. Growth of new hair was induced in

these animals by plucking of hair in a site of

approximately 3 x 4cm in the middorsal region.

Radioactive 11^01Cd Cl2 was added to a solution

of inactive Cd CIg in physiological saline. Each

animal received an injection of 0.5ml of this

solution containing 4.44 MBq (120 /uCi) 115mCd

and 0.125 inactive Cd into the tail vein.

Experiments

The animals of group 1 received the injection

24 h after the inductive plucking of hair, those

of groups 2, 3 and 4 were injected 8, 11 and 32 d

after this plucking respectively. The animals of
i

group 1 were divided into two subgroups which were

sacrificed.20 d and 30 d after the Cd injection.

All other groups were divided into 3 subgroups

being sacrificed 10, 20 and 30 d after the

injection respectively. At the time of sacrifice

blood was collected under ether anesthesia in
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heparinized tubes by way of heart puncture.

After separation of the blood cells by centri-

fugation the radioactivity of the plasma was

measured in a well-type \e-counter. At the site

which had been plucked at the beginning of1' the

experiment the newly grown hair was plucked,

weighed and its radioactivity measured in the

same way as in plasma. The concentration of

radioactivity was determined for the hair and

the plasma of each animal as a percentage of

the administered dose. In a separate experiment

with rats treated in the same way as group 4,

hair was recovered from the site of induced

hair by plucking in the left half and by

clipping at 1mm distance.to the skin in the

right half 1 O d after the injection of radioactive

Gd. Due to the specific activity of the injected

solution 1$ of the dose represents 1.25ng Cd.

The data concerning plasma were used to calculate

a curve. Prom the data of hair samples means

and standard deviations were calculated, the
i

significance of which was examined by Student's
f

Test.
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Cadmium in Blood Plasma

The radioactivity per ml plasma which was

found 10, 20 and 30 d after the 115mCd injection

was practically the same as that obtained in a

previous study (?)• Therefore the previous data

were used to supplement the data of the present

experiment to yield a curve representing the Cd

concentration in plasma in the course of 30 d

after i.v. administration. This curve (Pig. 1-4)

demonstrates a rapid decrease of Cd in blood

plasma. Accordingly it must be assumed that the

Cd supply of the hair follicles was considerably

higher within the first days after the Cd

injection than later.

Gd in Hair

Due to the detailed description of E. Johnson (5)

the follicular activity in the normal hair cycle

of young male rats starts 5 d before the eruption

of hair through the skin. In fie middorsal region

the hair bulb is', differentiated by day 2 or 3
'A

after the onset of the follicular activity and

the growth period following the differentiation

lasts until about 14 d after the eruption of the

hair, followed by a resting period of 4 weeks.

In the present experiment as well as in our

previous experiments with male rats of the same

strain the eruption of new hair was regularly
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observed on days 11-12 after the inductive

plucking. Accordingly, in our experiment,

Cd was injected 7 d before the onset of matrix

production in group 1 (Fig. 1), at the start of

matrix production in group 2 (Fig. 2), at the

time of full hair growth (eruption) in group 3

(Fig. 3) and shortly after cessation of hair

growth in group 4 (Fig. 4). Fig. 1-4 demonstrate

the mean concentration of Cd in hair in comparison

with the Cd decline in blood plasma.

In the rat the growth of hair occurs synchronously.

Therefore all hair harvested from the initially

plucked site at the same time was at the same

stage of growth. Fluctuabion of Cd deposition

along the length of hair can be distinguished

by comparing samples of an experimental group

taken at different stages of the actual growth

period (=period of matrix production=, anaphase).

This is the case in many samples of experimental

groups 1-3 where the hair was growing after Cd

injection. In experimental group 4, where growth

had ceased before Cd injection, the fluctuation

of Cd in successive samples cannot be attributed

to fluctuation along the length of hair.

The amount of Cd found 20 d post Cd administra-

tion in -the hair of group 1 was only somewhat

C
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lower ( not significant) than that in group 2

and 3, although the Cd in the serum had declined

in this group to a very low level at the start

of matrix production. The decrease of Cd between

10 and 20 d post injection in groups .2 and 3 &&&

between 20 and 30 d in group 1 may be attributed

to the production of additional matrix containing

less Cd during the course of growth of this hair.

Assuming that this decrease was roughly continuous

during the growth period and that the growth of

hair ceased only shortly before the collection

of the second sample of groups 1 and 2, the

concentration at the start of matrix production

was extrapolated between 0.2 and 0.3$ of the

dose per g hair for these groups. This may be

an underestimation if the actual deposition declines

parallel to the Cd concentration in blood. In

group 3 the concentration of Cd in the section

of matrix actually formed at the time of Cd

injection may be assumed to be slightly above

the concentration extrapolated for the matrix
i

present at this time due to the fact that
!

matrix production in this group had start d

2-3 days before. The main difference between

these groups was the steeper decline of the Cd

concentration within the growth period in group 1,

where the time which elapsed between the Cd

administration and full hair growth was longer.
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The unchanged Cd concentration between 20 and

30 d post Cd injection in group 2 and the slight

increase (not significant) in group 3 may be

attributed to the fact that hair growth had ceased

already.

In group 4, where the injection was given in the

resting period of the induced hair, the deposition

of Cd was much lower compared to the other groups.

It was in the same order of magnitude as previously

found in normal hair of unknown growth pattern

of the rat (7). In the separate experiment made

to differentiate between Cd in the root and Cd

in the shaft of such resting hair less than

20$ of the radioactivity of the total hair was

. found in the shaft, and more than Q0% in the

root. Since growth of hair during this period

can be excluded at the site of induced hair,

the decline of Cd concentration observed between

10 and 30 d after Cd injection in the resting

hair is more likely .due to loss of Cd than to the

addition of new keratin containing Cd.

The Cd deposition observed during and 'shortly

after the growth period in groups 2 and 3 (Pig. 2

and 3) generally is in good agreement with the

0.124- 0.007 per cent of the dose per g hair

which we found previously in growing hair of

the rat (7) and also with the 0.12 per cent
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found by Nordberg and Nishiyama in growing hair

of the mouse (8) .•

The striking similarity of the extrapolated

initial deposition (deposition in the tip of

the individual hair) in groups 1 and 2 indicates

that the efficiency of this process is not much .

influenced by the time of administration within

the period of 10 d before eruption of hair, even

if the Cd level of plasma has attained a very low

level at the actual start of matrix formation.

Since the growth of hair does not undergo major

changes between the eruption and the end of the

actual growth period (anaphase) it may be< assumed

that the initial deposition following an acute

Cd administration at any other time of the

anaphase would have been in the same range.

After the initial deposition the rate decreased.

This decrease was faster if the time which elapsed

between Cd administration and full hair growth

was longer (group 1). It may be speculated that

Cd accumulates in?the-follicle already before

the onset of matrix production and that this
r

store may serve the initial supply of the matrix,

becoming rapidly exhausted if it is not replenished

via blood.
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In resting hair the deposition observed within

10-30 d after the administration (0.007- 0.001

to 0.012̂  0.004 per cent of dose per g hair)

was lower than that in growing hair by an order

of magnitude. Indeed, it was even lower than the
v

deposition observed Jn our previous study in

growing hair as late as 30 to 50 d post Cd

administration (0.024-0.002 per cent of dose

.per g hair). The deposition in the resting stage

was mainly confined to the root. It may be

speculated, that this was due to Cd contained

in follicular tissue adhering to the hair root

or to the secretion of the sebaceous gland. Because

rats do not possess sweat glands these need not

be considered as a source. External contamination

may also be excluded because we have not found

any substantial amount of radioactivity in the

hair of untreated animals caged together with

rats excreting large amounts of radioactive Cd.

This experiment demonstrates that the deposition

of Cd in hair does not depend solely oii Cd supply

via blood serum but also on the stage of growth

of the individual hair. Since it was demonstrated

in a previous study that the accumulation in hair

after a single i.v. dose of 0.125/ug Cd was
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proportional to that of a dose of 12.5/ug (7),

it may.be assumed that the present finding is

also applicable for i.v. doses up to 12.5/ug.

!

Generally it may be concluded that hair

provides a good estimate of Cd uptake into the

circulating blood, especially during its growth

period (anaphase).

After an acute exposure the Cd deposition in

growing hair declines rapidly, although the Cd

content in liver and kidney may remain considerable

for a long period. As soon as the growth of hair

ceases, the deposition of internal Cd also ceases

or becomes negligible.

The experimental arrangement used in this study •

also offers a new approach to study the relation

between the formation of hair matrix and the

deposition of other trace elements, toxic or

essential.
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Legend of Figs 1 -k

Cd concentration in hair and plasma after i.v. injection

of Cd Cl, at different stages of hair growth. Cd injection!

7 d before the start of the matrix production (Fig 1), at

the start of matrix production (Fig 2), at full hair growth

(Fig 3)» and after cessation of hair growth (Fig 4).

(o extrapolated)

(• means of determinations)
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3.) Preliminary information on the dependence of Od

deposition, in growing hair on the level of

chror.ic exposure

Method

90 male rats were distributed amongst £ groups

receiving 0.3, 3, and 30 ppm Cd respectively as

Cd CIo in the drinking water. Pood and water

consumption, was checked during the whole experiment.

In a separate experiment two groups received O

(controls) and 300 ppm Cd. In both experiments

subgroups received intravenously 60 /uCi °Cd

as Cd Cl2 at 2,4,6,8,10, and 12 weeks after the

beginning of the experiment. 11 days before

109these ^Cd injections hair had been plucked in

a square in the dorsal region to induce a new

hair cycle. The time of 9Cd injection was

therefore identical with the day of eruption of

the newly growing hair. The animals were sacrificed

10 d after the 109Cd injection. Samples of blood

plasma,liver, kidney, forebrain and_induced hair

were taken and the radioactivity measured in a

well type ̂ - counter. Furthermore the content of

inactive Cd in hair was measured by flameleqs AAS

after wet ashing.

Results

A part of the data concerning those subgroups

which received °Cd up to 8 weeks after the

beginning of the experiment are now available.



The radioactivities in the liver, were high in

the animals injected at 2 and 4 weeks and declined

thereafter. A significant difference between the

groups receiving different amounts of Cd CIp in

the drinking water is not apparent. The variations

of radioactivity in the plasma, the kidneys and

the brain are also within the range of statistical

deviations. This indicates that the supply of the

Cd from the injected fraction to these tissues

did not change during this period and also that

the Cd CIo supplied by drinking water did not

interfere with this process. This also appears

to be the case with radioactivity in induced hair.

However the concentration of inactive Cd in hair

was distinctly dependent on the level of Cd

supplied with drinking water. This could be observed

in each of the subgroups sacrificed at different

times. Therefore the available data of our experi-

ment do neither support the observation of Brancato

et al.1976 who described a peak of Cd uptake in hair

at about 4 to 6 weeks after the start of Cd intake

nor the observation of Lippal who described an

increase after 8 weeks of Cd intake. The observations

of these authors may indeed be explained by the start

of new hair cycles which they could not distinguish,

which however were excluded in our experiments.

In our experiment the hair samples taken from different

subgroups of the same group can indeed be considered

equivalent to different sections of a single human

hair which was growing during the whole period of

Cd intake.



At the moment it is not quite clear if this is also

applicable to the tip of the individual hair which

is formed at the very beginning of matrix production.

Our findings (Pig 1.) indicate that during a prolonged

Cd intake the Cd concentration in hair reflects the

level of intake. This may be true from very low

levels (normal food) up to subtoxic levels. The

proportionality factor decreased after 8 weeks of

exposure. Prom the data available at the moment it

cannot be seen if this is a passing or a lasting

change.

Conclusions;

The available data of this experiment provide a strnng

support for the use of hair for monitoring the uptake

of Cd in man.
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Scientific Background and Scope of Project

During the last few years considerable effort was

undertaken to establish the monitoring of human environmental

exposure to toxic ( or also non toxic) trace elements by

way of samples of human hair. Besides the external

contamination of hair by way of polluted air the internal

"contamination" is an important source of such elements in

hair. It has been shown that hair reflect« internal

contamination of Hg (1-5). Furthermore correlations

between pollutant elements in human hair and their

concentration in different tissues and body fluids have

been frequently described (6-7). However, animal experiments

specifically designed to study the elemental deposition

in hair after the administration of different doses or

at different levels in the food (8-10) ar<3 scarce and

do not provide unequivocal information on the question

of a significant "dose - response". In many cases this

may be due to the inadequate definition of the stage of

growth of the hair samples in these studies since growth

of hair in laboratory animals occures in waves interrupted

by "resting" periods. Therefore we have undertaken a series

of experiments on the dose dependence of elemental

deposition in hair using samples containing exclusively

hair of the same stage of growth. This was accomplished by

the induction of a new hair cycle by plucking hair in (a)

specific region(s) of the body. For several reasons Cd

was chosen for these studies. The experiments were



the rat (7) and also with the 0.12 per cent

designed mainly with respect to the following questions:

1.) Experiments using acute (single injection) administration:

a) How proceeds the decline of Cd deposition in sections

of hair grown consecutively after a single exposure

to Gd?

b) How compares Cd in growing hair with the^ administered

dose, or the quantity found in tissues and blood serum?

c) Is the deposition different if Cd is administered in

different stages of the hair cycle i.e. is there a

significant transfer of Cd to the resting hair?

2.) Experiments using chronic (prolonged) administration.

a) How proceeds Cd deposition in growing hair (anaphase)

if different levels of Cd (very low to subtoxic) are

supplied along with food?

Experimental Methods

In the experiments on acute exposure "cd and Cd were

i.v. injected along with inactive Cd Cl^ at different

levels. In this case the measurements were based exclusively

on radioactivity (i*r - emission).

In the chronic experiments inactive Cd Cl2 was given in

the drinking water. Furthermore 10^Gd was injected

intravenously (as a bolus) at 2,4,6,8,10,12,14 weeks after

the start of Cd Cl2 supply. The evaluation in this case

was based on radioactive measurements and on AAS analysis.

(Details vide main section of this report).



Results

After an acute exposure the deposition in sections of

hair grown at the time of Cd uptake occured proportional

to ths quantity taken up into the blood within the range

of 0.125yug Cd per rat (i.e. 0.35 - 0.43/ug per kg body

weight) to 12.5/ug Gd per rat (i.e. 35 - 43/ug per kg

body weight).The more slowly growing ventral hair took

up more Cd than hair from the middorsal region. With

declining Cd concentrations in serum the deposition in

the growing hair declined.The decline of the Cd concentration

in hair proceeded along with the decline in blood plasma

although the amounts deposited within consecutive periods

were not proportional to the integral of Cd in the plasma

at the same time as might be expected in normal transfer.

The Cd body burden or the Cd amounts in different organs

decreased much more slowly than Cd in blood plasma.

The deposition in resting hair was much lower than in

growing hair and mainly restricted to the root of the hair.

Under chronic exposure the Gd deposition in growing hair

behaved proportional to the level of intake between O and

300 ppm Cd in the drinking water. The"dose response" was

steeper up to the 7th week than at 10 and 11 weeks of the

experiment.

Conclusions

It was shown that under the conditions of acute exposure

growing hair, i.e. anaphase hair, is a good indicator of
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Cd uptake into the blood stream. This is of special

importance because the hair of the human scalp is

predominantly in the anaphase. Sections of hair were

found to reflect the quantity of Cd taken up into the

blood stream at the time of their growth. They do not

reflect the body burden or the contents of liver or

kidney except for the very limited period shortly after the

intake. In chronic exposure the Cd concentration in hair

also behaves generally proportional to the level of

intake. However, the significance of this proportionality

(prop, factor) varied with the duration of the exposure.

The work on this problem continues.
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